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You were great at solving absolute value equations at one time, but now that you’re working with
absolute value inequalities, you can’t get the right answer. Change this one thing about how you deal
with both and get correct answers every time!

Question.

Solve for x:
|− 2x+ 7| = 4

Solve for all x:
|− 2x+ 7| ≤ 4

Solution.

Let’s start with the equation, recalling that we are usually taught to deal with absolute value equations by setting
up two separate equations:

|− 2x+ 7| = 4

−2x+ 7 = 4 −2x+ 7 = −4 (two equations, one with a +4, one with −4)

−2x = −3 −2x = −11 (subtract 7 from both sides)

x =
3

2
x =

11

2
(divide by −2)

This works just fine. (Danger lurks.)

Now, let’s solve the inequality using the same technique:

|− 2x+ 7| ≤ 4

−2x+ 7 ≤ 4 −2x+ 7 ≤ −4 (break into two inequalities, one ≤ +4, the other -4)

−2x ≤ −3 −2x ≤ −11 (subtract 7 from both sides)

x ≥ 3

2
x ≥ 11

2
(divide by -2, reversing the inequality sign)

Since
11

2
is already bigger than

3

2
, we throw that inequality out, leaving us with x ≥ 11

2 as our solution. To check

our work, we can choose, say, x = 6 (6 is bigger than 11
2 ) as a test value:

|− 2x+ 7|
?
≤ 4
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|− 2(6) + 7|
?
≤ 4

|− 12 + 7|
?
≤ 4

|− 5|
?
≤ 4

5
?
≤ 4 (nope.)

Wait. Somehow, using the technique we use for equality gave us the wrong answer? How?

The same technique we use for equations got us the wrong answer for an inequality here; the difference is subtle.
Using the vernacular, i.e., non-mathy language, we usually say that, to evaluate absolute value expressions, we,
”drop the absolute value bars if the argument is (already) positive, and you drop the negative sign and the bars
when the argument is negative,” but these aren’t really calculations, per se. Considering this further, we can
examine the functional definition of absolute value, which is a piecewise function:

|x| =

x, x ≥ 0

−x x < 0

This definition gives the clearest basis for changing that one thing that will make us successful every time with
inequalities. It’s worth noting that the range of the absolute value function is always positive or zero, never
negative. In addition, the function definition states the the output of the absolute value function (|x| for any x) in
terms of the input, or argument, of the function (x). That is, the result of taking the absolute value of something
is a calculation done on the argument (x) of the absolute value function. That’s the real gem of the piecewise
definition, and this helps with inequalities.

In words:

The absolute value of a number or expression is:


1 · the argument, if the argument is positive or zero

(−1) · the argument, if the argument is negative

Now, we’re talking. This way of looking at absolute value allows us to properly work with expressions, as well as
solve equations and inequalities. And, again, the operation is on the argument of the function, and that is what
gives us our result/output. When we ”drop the absolute value bars,” we really replace the expression with an
expression where we multiply the argument by either 1 or −1 and drop the bars.

Let’s have a look at what we did with one of the inequalities we set up. We can check out where we got into
trouble. We said:

−2x+ 7 ≤ −4

This is wrong in two ways. Since we dropped the absolute value bars, we committed - without yet knowing the
value of x - that −2x + 7 is positive. Even if that’s true, we are simultaneously saying that −2x + 7 has to be
positive AND less than or equal to −4. Not possible, because, real number line.

Let’s have a look at a couple of absolute value examples, to get a better feel for how the functional definition
works:

|7| = 1 · 7 = 7 (since 7 is already positive, multiply it by 1)

|− 34| = (−1) · (−34) = 34 (since −34 is negative, multiply it by −1, and this is what gives us 34)

Now, let’s look at our original equation, in this light:

|− 2x+ 7| = 4

−2x+ 7 = 4 −(−2x+ 7) = 4 (apply the minus sign to the argument)
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−2x+ 7 = 4 2x− 7 = 4 (distribute the minus sign)

−2x = −3 2x = 11

x =
3

2
x =

11

2
(solve both equations and simplify)

Got the same answer as before. Take a second to see that if we divide the right-hand equation by −1, we get
−2x+ 7 = −4, which was our first step before. When we divide both sides of an equation by a negative number,
we don’t have to do anything with the = sign, but for inequalities, we have to reverse the inequality sign. That’s
the error we make by working with the right-hand side of an inequality as we did. We actually implied a division
that we did not actually do, so we did not reverse the inequality sign, as dividing by a negative number requires
in an inequality. We can get away with putting the minus sign wherever for equations, but not inequalities. This
is the source of both the subtlety and the trouble.

Now, let’s have a look at a more consistent way to deal with our inequality, based on this discussion:

|− 2x+ 7| ≤ 4

−2x+ 7 ≤ 4 −(−2x+ 7) ≤ 4 (apply the minus sign to the argument) (1)

2x− 7 ≤ 4 (distribute the minus sign)

−2x ≤ −3 2x ≤ 11 (divide and simplify)

x ≥ 3

2
x ≤ 11

2

OK, so one part of the answer is the same (x ≥ 3

2
), and the other, different. Combining these into a compound

inequality, we get:
3

2
≤ x ≤ 11

2

The graph is:

3

2

13

2

This can be read: x is between
3

2
and

11

2
, inclusive. So, we can choose, say, x = 2, and see if it works:

|− 2x+ 7|
?
≤ 4

|− 2(2) + 7|
?
≤ 4

|− 4 + 7|
?
≤ 4

|3|
?
≤ 4

3
?
≤ 4 (yes!)

3 ≤ 4

Let’s have a look at a couple of values outside the range, to see if we’re all good there:

x=0:

|− 2x+ 7|
?
≤ 4
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|− 2(0) + 7|
?
≤ 4

|7|
?
≤ 4

7
?
≤ 4 (nope. looking good!)

x=10:

|− 2x+ 7|
?
≤ 4

|− 2(10) + 7|
?
≤ 4

|− 20 + 7|
?
≤ 4

|− 13|
?
≤ 4

13
?
≤ 4 (nope. looking good!)

Let’s really consider (1), above. There really is no justification for putting the minus sign on the right-hand side
of the equation or inequality, ever, as the functional definition of absolute value tells us to replace the absolute
value expression by multiplying the argument by 1 or −1 and dropping the bars. Since the right-hand sides of our
equation and inequality do not have an absolute value expression, we must leave them as they are. The left-hand
sides of both have an absolute value expression, so we apply the rule there. Correct answers to both, using this
one method!

So: the one thing you should do right now and continue to do is to work with absolute value
expressions by breaking them up into two equations or inequalities and applying the minus sign
in front of the argument of the absolute value expression. Always. This will allow proper solution of
equations and inequalities every single time. Change this!

Done.
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Reporting errors and giving feedback

I am so pleased that you have downloaded this study guide and have considered the techniques herein. To that
end, I am the only writer and the only editor of these things, so if you find an error in the text or calculations,
please email me and tell me about it! I am committed to prompt changes when something is inaccurate. I also
really appreciate it when someone takes a moment to tell me how I’m doing with these sorts of things, so please
do so, if you feel inclined.

My email address is: phil.petrocelli@gmail.com.

Please visit https://mymathteacheristerrible.com for other study guides. Please tell others about it.

Please donate

I write these study guides with interest in good outcomes for math students and to be a part of the solution. If
you would consider donating a few dollars to me so that these can remain free to everyone who wants them, please
visit my PayPal and pay what you feel this is worth to you. Every little bit helps.

My PayPal URL is: https://paypal.me/philpetrocelli.

Thank you so much.
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